PRODUCTS IN ACTION

Fresh air with a view in Abbotsford, BC
Thanks to Phantom, this home’s double-French entry doors can be kept wide open all summer long

“Living in a rural location means
that we need screens for the house
that keep the bugs out but let the
breeze in. Phantom’s retractable
door screens were the best possible
solution for our front entrance.”
- Homeowner

LOCATION:

Abbotsford, BC

STYLE:

West Coast

PRODUCT:

Phantom’s retractable door screens

NEED:

The owners of this family-friendly home wanted
protection from seasonal bugs and natural
ventilation, but didn’t want a solution which
would distract from their double-French entry
doors or block their view of the surrounding flats.

SOLUTION:

Phantom’s retractable door screens allow the
homeowners to keep their doors open during
hot summer days, letting in the breeze while
keeping the bugs out and outdoor views in sight.

OVERVIEW

PRODUCT FAST FACTS

Nestled in British Columbia’s Lower Mainland, this West Coast home is
surrounded by farms and ranches. While the quiet, picturesque setting
is ideal for this home’s growing family, the rural location is home to many
pests and the season changes can be abrupt. This means the doors would
often be shut to control the interior temperature and keep out the bugs.

•
•
•
•

Now, with the addition of Phantom’s retractable door screens, the entry
doors can remain open to allow natural ventilation inside the home, thus
lowering energy costs throughout the summer. They also keep the bugs
out without impeding the design of the French doors. When summer
finally slips into a cold winter and the screens are no longer needed, they
retract completely out of sight.

•
•

Custom made, professionally installed
Integrated latching handle
Available in 10 signature colors
Custom color options (including wood
grain finishes)
Mesh options for insect protection
and sun control
Fits all door types

SINGLE UNIT

APPLICATION HIGHLIGHTS
Insect-free natural ventilation
The retractable screens feature Phifer™ insect mesh with 45%
openness which allows homeowners to open the doors and enjoy the
breeze without having to worry about letting in the bugs.
Easy operation with secure closure
The integrated latch and release handle is durable and easy to
use. It closes the screen securely to prevent accidental openings
in breezy conditions.
Complements any doorway
Phantom retractable screens blend with all types of single or double
doors without distracting from the door’s unique design.

DOUBLE UNIT

WIDTH

HEIGHT

Max 48”

78” to 100”

Max 36”

100 ⅛” to 120”

Max 96”

78” to 100”

Max 72”

100 ⅛” to 120”

Contact your local Authorized Phantom
Screens Distributor to order your
Phantom retractable screen today!
1-888-PHANTOM | phantomscreens.com

